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Colmi L10 Smartwatch (Black)
Lightweight, stylish, and elegant – the Colmi L10 will complement almost any outfit. It features a round dial, giving it a classic look. The
1.4-inch IPS display provides clear access to information and facilitates navigation. The smartwatch also supports Bluetooth connectivity
and monitors activity and sleep. Furthermore, it offers sports modes to help you stay fit. The device also includes a menstrual calendar
function and reminds you to stay hydrated and change your posture if you've been sitting for too long.
 
Convenient Access to Notifications
The Colmi  L10  Smartwatch  is  equipped with  a  1.4-inch  IPS  display,  making  it  easy  to  access  watch  settings  and functions.  It  offers  a
resolution  of  360  x  360,  and  the  narrow  zinc  alloy  frame  enhances  usability.  You  can  also  customize  the  menu  view  and  watch  face
pattern to suit your preferences from the available designs.
 
Bluetooth Connectivity
Make phone calls directly from the smartwatch. Once paired with your smartphone, the Colmi L10 allows you to make, receive, and reject
incoming calls. Moreover, the intelligent watch can display new messages, eliminating the need to reach for your phone every time.
 
Caring for Your Health
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Thanks to modern algorithms, the smartwatch monitors your heart's activity around the clock. This allows you to track measurements in
real-time and respond quickly to any concerning symptoms. In addition, it measures blood oxygen levels and records sleep data, making
it easier for you to eliminate bad habits and finally get a good night's sleep.
 
Stay Fit
Do you enjoy an active lifestyle? Take the Colmi L10 with you during workouts. The smartwatch offers various sports modes to choose
from, such as running, cycling, badminton, or jump rope. Additional modes like yoga, karate, dance, volleyball, etc., are available in the
FitCloudPro app. You can also set goals and check reports after exercising for more effective training sessions.
 
Water-Resistant
The smartwatch is water-resistant with an IP67 rating, allowing you to use it without worrying about splashes. It will perform excellently
during workouts and won't be affected by rain. Furthermore, you don't need to take it off when washing your hands. The Colmi L10 can
accompany you almost anywhere!
 
More Features
But that's not all!  The intelligent watch offers a menstrual calendar function, allowing you to better understand your body. The device
also provides weather forecasts, music playback control,  and alarm settings. Additionally, it  reminds you to stay hydrated and change
your posture if you've been sitting for too long.
 
Up to 7 Days of Battery Life
Enjoy up to 7 days of usage on a single charge with the smartwatch. The device is equipped with a 225mAh lithium-polymer battery. In
standby mode, it can last for approximately 30 days. Charging the watch takes about 2 hours, and you can recharge it using the included
magnetic USB cable.
 
In the Box
Smartwatch
Magnetic USB charging cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Colmi
Model
L10
Color
Black
Chip
RTL8763EWE
Connectivity
Bluetooth 5.0
Bluetooth Range
10m
Display
IPS
Screen Size
1.4"
Resolution
360 x 360p
Battery
Lithium-polymer
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Battery Capacity
225mAh
Charging Time
Approx. 2 hours
Battery Life
5-7 days
Standby Time
30 days
Dimensions
39.5 x 39.5 x 10mm
Material
Silicone, zinc alloy
Weight
40g
Strap Width
18mm
Compatibility
Android 4.4 (or newer), iOS 8.0 (or newer), Harmony OS
App
FitCloudPro
Waterproof
IP67
Update
OTA
Supported Languages
Smartwatch:  Chinese,  English,  German,  Russian,  Spanish,  Portuguese,  French,  Japanese,  Arabic,  Dutch,  Italian,  Czech,  Greek,  Hebrew,
Indonesian, Korean, Malay, Persian, Polish, Thai, Vietnamese, Finnish, Romanian, Turkish, Croatian;
App: English, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, German, French, Arabic, Czech, Greek, Spanish, Japanese, Persian, Italian, Korean,
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Finnish, Swedish, Thai, Hungarian, Slovak, Croatian, Albanian, Turkish, Ukrainian

Price:

€ 42.50
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